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Golan Heights
The Golan Heights are occupied by Israel since 1967. The coloring of the map indicates current accessibility from Israel and Syria. Non-solid lines indicate various disputed borders.

Key to the Map

- **Landscape**
  - Mountain
  - Cave
  - Beach
  - Archaeological Site
  - Christian Site

- **Transport**
  - Airport
  - Cruise Terminal

- **Buildings**
  - Muslim Site
  - Castle
  - Church

- **Activities**
  - Hiking
  - Climbing
  - Camel Ride
  - Diving
  - Camping
  - Bird Watching
  - Wildlife
  - Hot-air Balloon
  - Quad Biking
  - Offroad Tours
Welcome to the Holy Land!
Welcome to HLITOA!

It is my pleasure to present you with the 2019 edition of the HLITOA Members Directory – Your reference for finding an incoming tour operator or DMC for all your tour operation and travel business, whether it is leisure, cooperate or any specialisation, across the Holy Land.

The Holy Land Incoming Tour Operators Association (HLITOA), is a network built by the shareholders of the Palestinian tourism sector. Our association represents incoming tourism professionals serving the wider Holy Land including Palestine, Jordan, Israel, Egypt & Lebanon.

Our mission is to provide you the experience of discovering the region without the complexities of navigating logistical challenges. HLITOA members have the expertise and knowledge to help you through the complications of international and cross-cultural travel in a region that has more than its fair share of challenges, alongside its many virtues.

On behalf of all our members, welcome to HLITOA and welcome to the Holy Land!

Ihab Jabari, Director & Advisor to the Board
4 Reasons to Work with HLTOA Tour Operators

100% COVERAGE

HLTOA members have a unique advantage to offer: 100% full coverage and ease of accessibility in Palestine, Israel & Jordan, as well as coverage for extensions to Egypt and Lebanon. There are literally no white spots on the map when operating your tour with an HLTOA tour operator.

EXPERIENCE

Each HLTOA member has a history of involvement in tourism and pilgrimage. Most business are family-run, many for generations, and have collected expertise over many years and through changing situations.

SECURITY

Through a close network of information, HLTOA members have knowledge of a situation before it escalates into a problem, giving them the upper hand in solving matters fast and assuring a smooth and safe tour operation.

SERVICE & AVAILABILITY

In a context where situations change at very short notice, HLTOA members provide round the clock service before, during and after any of your tours. Continuous updates on evolving situations keep you informed before your clients might start worrying.
Aeolus Tours is a family run DMC (destination management company) based in Jerusalem with a specialization in inbound tourism to the Holy Land (Israel and Palestine).

With a combined over 30 years of experience, Aeolus Tours specializes in 4 different kinds experiences spanning from Christian pilgrimages to all denominations, cultural and historical experiences, trekking the Abraham Path and a selection of exclusive experiences all tailored with a personal touch and attention to detail as well as corporate travel services.

Our tour experiences are visitor and interest driven to fit the needs of our guests. Our services can cover all arrangements from arrival to departure:

- Rooms in hotels and guesthouses.
- Licensed guides to lead and complement the booked experiences delivering their vast knowledge of the area in a multitude of languages, including: English, Spanish, French, Italian, Portuguese, German, Russian, Arabic, and Hebrew.
- For transportation, we provide comfortable tourist class vehicles, operated by qualified drivers with knowledge of the sites in the program as well as the region in general.
- We ensure entry to all visiting sites, including churches, museums, and parks as well as access to a number of off the beaten path activities.
- Meal arrangements, special events and meetings with persons of interest are also handled with care.
- Our service also covers other destinations such as Jordan and Egypt.

Furthermore, Aeolus Tours is the General Sales Agent for Alitalia (the Italian Airlines) a board member of the Holy Land Incoming Tour Operators Association (HLITOIA), and a recognized Abraham Path/Masar Ibrahim operator.

**CONTACT**

+972 262 717 31

tours@aeolus-tours.com

www.aeolus-tours.com

+972 546 671 700

**TRAVEL SERVICES**

Accommodation
Airfares & Tickets
Group Ticketing
Outgoing Tours
Transportation

**LANGUAGES WE SPEAK**

Arabic
English
French
Hebrew
Italian
Spanish
Alternative Tourism Group (ATG)

Come and See Palestine

The Alternative Tourism Group (ATG) is a Palestinian NGO which specializes in tours and pilgrimages that include a critical examination of the history, culture, and politics of the Holy Land.

Established in 1995, ATG operates according to the tenets of "justice tourism". This form of tourism holds as its central goals the creation of economic opportunities for the local community, and affirmative cultural exchanges between the visitor and host through one-on-one interactions, the protection of the environment, and political/historical education.

Specialities of ours: Pilgrimages for Transformation, Nativity Trail & Solidarity Tourism.

CONTACT
+970 227 721 51
info@atg.ps
www.atg.ps

TRAVEL SERVICES
Accommodation with families

LANGUAGES WE SPEAK
Arabic
English
French

WHAT WE OFFER

Adventure & Sport Travel

Faith & Spirituality

Eco-Tourism & Nature
Angels Tours & Travel

Let Angels be Your Guide in the Holy Land

Angels Tours & Travel was founded in 1999, and has been one of the pioneer agencies in tourism and travel in the Holy Land ever since. The office has 6 employees and is located in Beit Sahour; immediately east of Bethlehem, only a short walk from the Shepherd Fields, where angels announced the birth of Jesus to the shepherds in the field. Angels Tours is also an authorized IATA agent.

We are keen to work with a wide range of service provides to continuously being able to design each trip for our customers. We are a locally owned and operated business, and have built our clientele based on our reputation for providing quality tours for our customers throughout our programs.

Our diverse tours make it possible for every kind of interest to experience the historical and cultural treasures of the Holy Land. Therefore, Angels Tours & Travel is also famous for our many authentic experiential programs.

Not only do our programs show our clients the religious and historical sites of the Holy Land, it will also introduce them to the local community and offer a chance to encounter with the food and culture of the local people. Through this we care to support our local communities with tourism.

We strive to provide the best experience while visiting the Holy Land. Therefore, we are always available for assistance and support before, during and after the program.

The vision of Angels Tours & Travel is to welcome every visitor in the best possible way, and to make sure to show them the hidden parts of the Holy Land.

CONTACT

+970 227 758 13
+970 227 758 14
michel@angels-tours.com
www.angels-tours.com
+970 599 262 027

TRAVEL SERVICES

Accommodation
Airfares & Tickets
Group Ticketing
Outgoing Tours
Rental Cars
Transportation
Visa Arrangements

LANGUAGES WE SPEAK

Arabic
English
German
Atic Tours & Travel

Your Travel and Pilgrimage Partner since 1983

With a main office in Jerusalem and a branch office in Amman – Jordan, Atic Tours & Travel Ltd. was established in March 1983 to serve its faithful clients from different parts of the world mainly from Europe (France, Germany, Austria, Belgium, Sweden, Norway, Spain, ...), the US, Canada, South Africa and Australia.

CONTACT

+972 262 861 59
info@atictours.com
www.atictours.com

TRAVEL SERVICES

Accommodation
Airfares & Tickets
Outgoing Tours
Rental Cars
Transportation

LANGUAGES WE SPEAK

Arabic
English
French
German
Hebrew
Spanish

WHAT WE OFFER

Adventure & Sport Travel

Faith & Spirituality

Eco-Tourism & Nature
AWAD & Co. Tourist Agency Ltd.

Serving Pilgrims since 1860 – Generations of AWAD Family ...

AWAD & Co. Tourist Agency Ltd. specializes in handling groups and individual pilgrims from Europe, North and South America and South Africa. AWAD & Co. prides itself in top quality personalized attention and services it provides to its clients. While constantly introducing new items to our programs and itineraries, we still offer tailor made programs that meet the requirements and wishes of each of our clients individually.

Among our wide range of travel services we do also provide:

• transportation (in private cars, minibuses, medium buses or large buses with driver),
• guiding services (in different languages),
• audioguides for big groups,
• reservation of masses,
• reservation of meetings with local community.

CONTACT
+972 546 906 099
lena@awad-tours.com
www.awad-tours.com

TRAVEL SERVICES
Accommodation
Rental Cars
Transportation
Visa Arrangements

LANGUAGES WE SPEAK
Arabic
English
French
German
Hebrew
Italian
Spanish

ADVENTURE & SPORT TRAVEL
FAITH & SPIRITUALITY
ECO-TOURISM & NATURE
Dakkak Tourist Agency

We operate tours in Palestine / Israel, Jordan, Egypt for groups and individuals

We provide expert tour planning and reliable operation of group and individual tour services including accommodation, transport, guiding, meals, and site visits.

We are a family business based in Jerusalem for more than 65 years. We are a one-stop-shop for all your tour and service needs in Palestine / Israel, Jordan and Egypt.

CONTACT
+972 262 825 25
tours@dakkaktouristagency.com
www.dakkaktouristagency.com

TRAVEL SERVICES
Accommodation
Group Ticketing
Transportation
Visa Arrangements
White Label
Operation

LANGUAGES WE SPEAK
Arabic
Dutch
English
German

WHAT WE OFFER
Adventure & Sport Travel
Faith & Spirituality
Eco-Tourism & Nature
Destination Middle East

A Distinguished Service at Affordable Prices since 1956

We are a third generation Christian holidays management company with vast experience throughout the Middle East. Our branch in the UK operates pilgrimage group travel to all over the world.

We know the needs of the international tour operators first hand. This enables us to offer you a comprehensive service to the highest standards and most affordable rates.

CONTACT
+972 544 262 525
info@destination-middle-east.com
www.destination-middle-east.com

TRAVEL SERVICES
Accommodation
Rental Cars
Transportation
Visa Arrangements

LANGUAGES WE SPEAK
Arabic
English

Eco-Tourism & Nature

Adventure & Sport Travel

Faith & Spirituality
Epic Tours

Epic Tours, Epic Experience!

At Epic Tours, we provide quality packages for leisure, religious pilgrimage, experiential tourism including cultural and adventure tours to the Holy Land: Palestine, Israel and Jordan.

Epic Tours differentiates itself by providing excellent value through personalized service. Our network of hotels, tour guides and transportation are carefully selected to ensure an epic experience!

LEISURE TOURS: visit the traditional historic and religious sites in Jerusalem, Jericho, Bethlehem and Nazareth along with leisure time on the Mediterranean Sea, the Dead Sea or the Red Sea.

CHRISTIAN PILGRIMAGE TOURS tailor made tours for all Christian denominations: Orthodox, Catholic and Evangelical. Epic Tours offers several programs from 8 to 11 days, including Jordan.

CULTURAL TOURS: dive deep into non-traditional sites to experience the local culture and traditions – including local towns, arts and heritage, food, local crafts, religious and ancient architecture ...

ADVENTURE TOURS: explore an adventurous tour and hiking through the cities, hills, mountains and valleys of the Holy Land. Experience moderate to easy walks. Along the routes or during the program, visit sites of cultural, religious and historic significance.

MUSLIM PILGRIMAGE TOURS: we offer a wide range of programs from 5 to 10 days. Visit the traditional sites in Jerusalem, Hebron, Ramla, Jaffa, Akko and many more.

CUSTOMIZED INDIVIDUAL AND GROUP TOURS: Epic Tours provides personalized tours to meet your personal or pilgrimage needs – for both individuals and groups. The tours can have a specific geographical focus or customized themes.

CONTACT
+972 522 984 451
amjad@epic-tours.com
www.epic-tours.com
+972 522 984 451

TRAVEL SERVICES
Accommodation
Transportation
Visa Arrangements

LANGUAGES WE SPEAK
Arabic
English

WHAT WE OFFER
Adventure & Sport Travel
Faith & Spirituality
Eco-Tourism & Nature
Fraternum Tours Ltd.

Accurate, Professional, Providing Personal Attention

Very competitive with full value, unique and special.
Our special offer: Agricultural tours.

CONTACT
+972 267 671 17
fraternum@bezeqint.net
www.fraternumtours.com
+972 546 554 950

TRAVEL SERVICES
Accommodation
Group Ticketing
Rental Cars
Transportation
Visa Arrangements

LANGUAGES WE SPEAK
Arabic
English
French
German
Hebrew
Italian

WHAT WE OFFER

Adventure & Sport Travel

Faith & Spirituality

Eco-Tourism & Nature
GEMM Travel
Holy Land

Where History Comes Alive

GEMM Travel is a Christian travel company incorporated in 1997 and one of the main incoming tour operator in Jerusalem, Israel.

Our main objective is to provide you with a spiritual, special and unforgettable experience of your journey to the Holy Land. We offer a personalized approach, with attention to details and special care for clients who are travelling individually or in a group.

For over 20 years, our team works with professionalism and enthusiasm to provide a high quality service, looking after every aspect of your trip.

Our guides are highly qualified and offer their services in several languages, including; Portuguese, Spanish, English, Italian, Russian, Polish, Hebrew, Arabic, Indonesian, Armenian, German, Mandarin. All our guides are very passionate about their work, displaying a great knowledge of the religion, history and culture of the Holy Land.

Besides our incoming operation on the Holy Land, we are also the general sales agent for the two main Sky Team companies; Air France and KLM.

We concentrate our efforts on the personal relationship, looking after of our clients, suppliers and employees with the same importance, respect and dedication.

CONTACT
+972 262 777 58
info@gemmtravel.com
www.gemmtravel.com
@GemmTravel

TRAVEL SERVICES
Accommodation
Airfares & Tickets
Group Ticketing
Outgoing Tours
Rental Cars
Transportation
Visa Arrangements
White Label Operation

LANGUAGES WE SPEAK
Arabic
English
French
German
Greek
Hebrew
Indonesian
Italian
Mandarin
Portuguese
Russian
Spanish
Turkish

WHAT WE OFFER

Adventure & Sport Travel

Faith & Spirituality

Eco-Tourism & Nature
George Garabedian Co. Tourist & Travel Bureau

Over 90 Years of Excellence!

George Garabedian Co. Tourist & Travel Bureau in Jerusalem has been established as a Christian family run tour operator in 1925 and has continuously grown over the years to be one of the leading tour operators in the Holy Land with a multi-lingual and experienced staff.

We serve clients and tour operators from around the world focusing on religious and general sightseeing groups and individuals as well as business travelers.

We have an expansive experience in handling large groups of over 1000 people and large conferences.

Based on the decision of the company to diversify our services, we have now established this corporation under GGC Group, which also runs three other different companies:

- GGC Tourist Transport: a tourist bus company with 15 modern large buses, 1 mini bus and 2 vans.
- Jordan, a travel agency in Amman, Jordan.
- Christmas Hotel, a charming boutique hotel of 35 rooms in Jerusalem in walking distance to the Old City.

CONTACT
+972 262 833 98
ggc@ggc-jer.com
www.ggc-jer.com

TRAVEL SERVICES
- Accommodation
- Airfares & Tickets
- Group Ticketing
- Outgoing Tours
- Rental Cars
- Transportation
- Visa Arrangements
- White Label Operation

LANGUAGES WE SPEAK
- Arabic
- English
- French
- Hebrew
- Italian
- Mandarin
- Russian

WHAT WE OFFER
Adventure & Sport Travel
Faith & Spirituality
Eco-Tourism & Nature
Golden Gate Tours & Travel

We Open the Gates to the Holy Land and the World

Golden Gate Tours & Travel (GGTT) is a tour operator and a travel agency that was established in the Holy Land/Palestine in 1999. It operates in the tourism sector by offering top-quality specialized holiday packages to all locals and foreigners. Our offer includes pilgrim tours, study tours, fact finding tours, conferences and sports oriented tours.

We offer our customers a decade of experience in the tourism industry at the national and international level with a wide network of partners mainly from Sweden, the UK, Ireland, USA, Spain and Germany.

Our highly competitive and specialized customer service department always looks forward to customizing tailor-made client tours, ensuring maximum satisfaction and making holidays unforgettable. GGTT has a highly professional work team, which is considered the company’s most valuable asset.

CONTACT
+970 227 660 44
sales@ggtt.biz
www.goldengatetours.ps
+970 599 313 747
Golden Gate Tours & Travel

TRAVEL SERVICES
Accommodation
Airfares & Tickets
Group Ticketing
Outgoing Tours
Rental Cars
Transportation
Visa Arrangements
White Label
Operation

LANGUAGES WE SPEAK
Arabic
English
Swedish
Golden Globe Tours

Immerse yourself in a colorful culture and go back in time as you explore PALESTINE

Golden Globe Tours is a travel agency based in Ramallah-Palestine since 2000. We specialize in airlines sales, services and promotion of international inbound & outbound tourism.

Founded by Suhaila Yousef, who has now more than 30 years of experience in the tourism sector, Golden Globe Tours, has managed to succeed in the Palestinian market. With its quality services, the company has become one of the most credible brand names in the region. Our agency continues to grow, providing new destinations and products for our domestic and international clients.

In promoting tourism in Palestine and around the world, our aim is to allow people to fully explore the destination and to create an authentic and memorable experience. By providing high-quality services, we strive to give our clients the best deals for the most comfortable and distinctive journey possible.

Our philosophy is rooted in grasping the essence of hospitality and ensuring customer satisfaction. We also believe in providing our customers with a full-fledged experience that allows them to explore everything their destination has to offer, from culture, history, leisure, nature, to all the other details that make a place truly unique.

Our recent product, Escorted Tours to Palestine & Beyond, is a pioneer project in the region, which aims to enhance tourism within Palestine. The Escorted Tours’ program will allow tourists to explore Palestine, its culture, history, nature and everyday life for affordable prices.

We take pride in our professional, dedicated, well trained and passionate team who, supported by a wise and active management, is a guarantee for success and permanent growth.

We believe in creating strategic alliances and aim to establish strategic partnerships with our carefully selected suppliers in Palestine and around the world. We trust that this will empower our expansion and ensure our stability in the market.

CONTACT
+972 224 218 78
info@gg-tours.ps
www.gg-tours.ps
+972 562 550 031
GGToursExplorePalestine

TRAVEL SERVICES
Accommodation
Airfares & Tickets
Group Ticketing
Outgoing Tours
Rental Cars
Transportation
Visa Arrangements

LANGUAGES WE SPEAK
Arabic
English
Spanish

WHAT WE OFFER
Adventure & Sport Travel
Faith & Spirituality
Eco-Tourism & Nature
Guiding Star Ltd.

Experience the Holy Land

We are a family business run on a professional model. We are medium sized — big enough to get best prices and services & small enough to give close attention to our clients. We aim to bring the visitor to experience the authentic Holy Land with all its aspects.

CONTACT
+972 262 731 50
info@guidingstar2.com
www.guidingstarltd.com
+972 547 654 771

TRAVEL SERVICES
Accommodation
Transportation
White Label
Operation

LANGUAGES WE SPEAK
Arabic
English
French
Hebrew
Greek

WHAT WE OFFER

Adventure & Sport Travel

Faith & Spirituality

Eco-Tourism & Nature
Hla Tours

Specialized in Religious, Cultural, Alternative and Adventure Travel to the Holy Land and Jordan

Hla Tours: Holy Land Adventure Tours takes you to the heart of history and if you wish, away from the traditional tourist paths to have a different experience of tourism.

We are offering tours in the Holy Land, also combined with Jordan and Egypt, since 1998.

- Pilgrimage tours following Christian trails.
- Islamic Tours.
- Cultural Tours.
- Delegation and NGOs Arrangement Tours and Meetings.
- Alternative and Responsible Tourism.
- Hiking and Biking Tours along the Abraham Path.

CONTACT
+970 227 553 20
info@hla-tours.net
www.hla-tours.net
+972 522 762 493

TRAVEL SERVICES
Accommodation
Rental Cars
Transportation
Visa Arrangements
White Label
Operation

LANGUAGES WE SPEAK
Arabic
English
French
Hebrew
Spanish

WHAT WE OFFER

Adventure & Sport Travel

Faith & Spirituality

Eco-Tourism & Nature
Jerusalem T&T (JT&T) Ltd.

Traveling Together

Our message at Jerusalem T&T to our clients is SIMPLE ... Allow us to take all the stress of arranging your trip logistics off of your back, and appreciate the services and assistance that our professional staff will offer you.

Relax and let your clients enjoy one of the many types of tours our staff specializes in.

Whether it is a large group or a small number of individuals, we have the team that will know all the whats, the hows, the whens and the whos.

Your clients will return home satisfied and we'll guarantee repeat bookings with you long into the future.

CONTACT

+972 262 894 18
info@jtvtours.com
www.jttours.com
+972 527 577 171
JerusalemTT
@JTTOURS

TRAVEL SERVICES

Accommodation
Outgoing Tours
Rental Cars
Transportation
White Label Operation

LANGUAGES WE SPEAK

Arabic
English
French
Hebrew
Hindi
Polish

WHAT WE OFFER

Adventure & Sport Travel
Faith & Spirituality
Eco-Tourism & Nature
JIT Tours & Travel
Heart of Hospitality

JIT Tours & Travel embraces a wide range of tours and programs including pilgrimages, culture, and historical tours, ecumenical missions and conferences, youth programs and general leisure tours covering the Holy Land, Jordan and Egypt.

Our vision is to be the leading tourism company in Jerusalem, encouraging pilgrimage and tourism to the Holy Land.

Our mission is to provide pilgrims and tourists with a memorable experience and magical stories to tell when returning home.

We aim to revive the Holy Land as the destination for pilgrims, groups and cooperate.

Our diverse packages aims to expose the Holy Land as a cultural, historical, religious, alternative and eco-tourism destination.

We surpass in our readiness to tailor-made itineraries as per our customers’ needs.

Our values revolve on our sincere commitment, respect and dedication towards our guests, our society and environment.

CONTACT
+972 262 097 00
info@jittours.com
www.jittours.com
+972 527 007 612

TRAVEL SERVICES
Accommodation
Transportation

LANGUAGES WE SPEAK
Arabic
English
French
Hebrew
Laila Tours & Travel

Creating Lifetime Memories

Laila Tours & Travel of Bethlehem has been providing quality tours and pilgrimages to the Holy Land and abroad since 2006. The company is owned and operated by Laila Jackaman Asfoura, a lifelong member of Bethlehem’s Palestinian Christian community, and staffed by a team of local residents who are professionals in the field of tourism.

Since 2006, Laila Tours & Travel has led and organized fulfilling, personalized and top-quality pilgrimages and visits to the Holy Land for thousands of people from across the world.

Our programs have ranged from small groups and individuals needing personalized tours to large-scale pilgrimages of diocesan and religious orders.

We also provide outbound ticketing services for residents and visitors to the Holy Land.

Our mission at Laila Tours & Travel is to provide tour offerings that are packed with features and savings that are catered especially to your needs. We constantly endeavor to respond to the ever changing travel trends and our commitment to personal service remains unchanged.

Each of our tours is designed to fit the needs and interests of our clients providing the best possible program and services we can.

CONTACT
+972 528 412 911
laila@lailatours.com
www.lailatours.com
+972 528 412 911
lailatours

TRAVEL SERVICES
Accommodation
Airfares & Tickets
Group Ticketing
Outgoing Tours
Rental Cars
Transportation
Visa Arrangements

LANGUAGES WE SPEAK
Arabic
English
Hebrew
Spanish

WHAT WE OFFER
Adventure & Sport Travel
Faith & Spirituality
Eco-Tourism & Nature
Lawrence Tours & Co.

LAWRENCE Tours — The Quality Service

Lawrence Tours has been established in 1963 with leading branches in Jordan, Egypt and Europe. Our mission is to offer dedicated services to our clients.

With our expertise and knowledge we provide all kinds of services related to the needs of the clients. Our staff and guides speak all kinds of languages to meet the need of the clients. We welcome the world to feel home away from home in the lands of culture, religion, and diverse nature.

We have also a special departement for workshops and incentive tourism.

Best regards,

Lawrence Tours Management and Staff

CONTACT

+972 262 848 67
henry@lawrence-tours.com
www.lawrence-tours.com
+972 544 841 033
Lawrence Tours

TRAVEL SERVICES
Accommodation

LANGUAGES WE SPEAK
Arabic
French
Spanish

WHAT WE OFFER

Adventure & Sport Travel
Faith & Spirituality
Eco-Tourism & Nature
Lions Gate Travel & Tourism

You Are Welcome at Your Second Home

Lions Gate Travel & Tourism was established in 2010 and is centrally located in East Jerusalem. The company is under private family management and operation, based on 20 years of experience at the biggest and most famous travel and tourist inbound agencies in East Jerusalem.

We are offering tourists outstanding services coupled with expert guides; a blend that caters to any tourist needs such as land arrangements for pilgrims and tourists, Christian and Muslim individuals and groups, including all services needed during their stay in the Holy Land (hotel accommodation, transfers, guides, site visits, special requests, and issuing visa for some nationality if needed).

In addition, we offer leisure tours, daily tours, rent a car service, VIP welcome services at the airport and much more.

We do also offer land arrangement in Jordan and Egypt through our expert travel agencies in both countries.

Lions Gate is your guide to an unforgettable holiday experience in the Holy Land & beyond.

CONTACT
+972 523 855 312
info@lionsgate-travel.com
www.lionsgate-travel.com

TRAVEL SERVICES
Accommodation
Outgoing Tours
Transportation
Visa Arrangements

LANGUAGES WE SPEAK
Arabic
English
Hebrew
Turkish

Adventure & Sport Travel

Faith & Spirituality

Eco-Tourism & Nature
Lourdes Tourist & Travel Agency Ltd.

Lourdes is one of the leading travel agencies in Jerusalem

We are committed to simplifying the business of travel, responding to change, and providing the best service possible to our corporate travelers.

WHAT WE OFFER

Adventure & Sport Travel

Faith & Spirituality

Eco-Tourism & Nature

CONTACT

+972 262 753 32
manager@lourdes-travel.com
www.lourdes-travel.com
Lourdes Tourist Travel Agency

TRAVEL SERVICES

Accommodation
Airfares & Tickets
Group Ticketing
Outgoing Tours
Rental Cars
Transportation
Visa Arrangements
White Label Operation

LANGUAGES WE SPEAK

Arabic
English
French
Hebrew
Indonesian
Spanish
Turkish
Mount of Olives Tours

We’ve been changing people’s lives for 40 years and we know what it takes to do it right.

Mount of Olives Tours Ltd. was established in 1978 and began its operations as a tourist transport company. It quickly grew in size and reputation and became one of the most prominent companies in Jerusalem and Israel.

Today Mount of Olives Tours Ltd. is a large tour operator for incoming tourism, organizing tours to Israel and the neighboring countries and offering the most luxurious means of tourist transportation.
Nawas Tourist Agency Ltd. – Jerusalem

Quality Christian Tours since 1949

Nawas Jerusalem is centrally located in the old part of East Jerusalem where the holy places, hotels, shopping area etc. are in walking distance.

Since 1949 we are the leader in Catholic pilgrim and Christian group travel. Nawas International is dedicated to providing you with the highest level of service and finest travel experience possible at extremely competitive prices. In 68 years we have earned international reputation for reliability, integrity and personal dedications and we deliver what we promise and that is essential for a successful trip.

We, Nawas offer a wide variety of tours for catholic pilgrims and Christian travelers and various tours with many unique features. In our itineraries we include special sites and time at locations that can transform a standard tour into an unforgettable experience.

CONTACT

+972 262 824 91
+972 262 617 88
olga@nawasjrs.com
shifa@nawasjrs.com
www.nawas.com

TRAVEL SERVICES

Accommodation
Transportation
White Label
Operation

LANGUAGES WE SPEAK

Arabic
English
French
Spanish
Nazarene Tours

Your Partner to a Lifetime Journey in the Holy Land

Nazarene Tours Ltd. is part of the Afifi Group and a leading travel company and tour operator in Israel, established in the early 1970s. Nazarene Tours boasts a network of five branches and a call center spread throughout Israel for an approachable and efficient service (Nazareth, Haifa, Shefaram, Carmel and Jerusalem) when the head office is located in Nazareth. Nazarene Tours is a member of IATA, ASTA, USTOA.

Our company is privately owned and directed by the Afifi family, whose members have a proud history of building long-term relationships with customers, suppliers and business partners, both locally and internationally. Afifi Group consists of ten companies with operations ranging from transportation, tourism, hotels and IT, to investment in real-estate and owns more than 700 buses.

Incoming department:

We are specialized in customized tours to the Middle East for pilgrims and tourists. Our department was established in the mid-1980s. We arrange tailor-made tours that suit every customer's need; tours for individual travelers and all types of groups including church tours for Catholics and other Christians from all denominations, fun and sun holidays, country exploration to historical tours, from conference planning to incentive tours.

The 'Nazarene experience' includes guided excursions in The Holy Land, as well as in Jordan, Egypt and Turkey, if desired, to complement and enhance your tour. We recognize that Jordan, Egypt and Turkey have their own special attractions, making our tours "holidays of a lifetime". We can offer you the chance to tour the whole region and sample more of its delights.

We are proud of our cooperation with Kuoni, GTA, Tauck, Collette Vacations, Go Ahead Tours, Israfa Reizen and other travel agents, acting as their handling agent in Israel for many years. Nazarene employs the most professional team, with an unwavering commitment to their

CONTACT
+972 464 707 97
incoming.info@nazarene-tours.com
www.nazarene-tours.com

TRAVEL SERVICES
Accommodation
Airfares & Tickets
Transportation
Visa Arrangements

LANGUAGES WE SPEAK
Arabic
English
German
Hebrew
Italian
Spanish
Turkish

Eco-Tourism & Nature
NET Tours, family-owned and operated, has been connecting pilgrims, scholars and discerning travelers to the Lands of the Bible for 70 years, creating meaningful experiences for people to explore their cultural roots, their religious heritage, and their ancient pathways.

Fortifying this important mission is a strong cadre of the most highly trained guides, our own fleet of quality motor coaches, as well as our own hotels.

From these humble beginnings, we have uniquely positioned ourselves with offices in the core Lands of the Bible (Jerusalem, Rome, Istanbul, Athens, and Amman), so that we can offer the utmost continuity and consistency in a wide range of very comprehensive pilgrimages and programs at attractive rates.

CONTACT
+972 253 287 20
fadi@netours.com
www.netours.com

TRAVEL SERVICES
Accommodation
Transportation
Visa Arrangements

LANGUAGES WE SPEAK
Arabic
English
French
Hebrew
Italian
Portuguese
Spanish
German

WHAT WE OFFER
Adventure & Sport Travel
Faith & Spirituality
Eco-Tourism & Nature
O.S Tours & Travel

For O.S Tours & Travel quality is our identity and customer satisfaction is our ultimate seek

O.S Tours & Travel is an incoming tour operator specializing in handling groups and individuals to the Holy Land and the neighboring countries. Quality is our identity and customer satisfaction is our ultimate seek.

Since the start, we have been offering competitive packages that include hotel bookings, guided tours and handling groups & individuals for clients visiting us from all over the world.

We in O.S Tours handle all group sizes and perform with a high degree of organization, efficiency and enthusiasm. Our staff will always make sure that you get the best experience while you are in our country.

Welcome to the Holy Land, welcome to O.S Tours & Travel.

CONTACT
+972 262 892 60
os@os-tours.com
www.os-tours.com
ostoursandtravels

TRAVEL SERVICES
Accommodation
Rental Cars
Transportation
Visa Arrangements

LANGUAGES WE SPEAK
Arabic
English
Hebrew
Italian
Spanish
Romanian

WHAT WE OFFER
Adventure & Sport Travel
Faith & Spirituality
Eco-Tourism & Nature
OVERSEAS TRAVEL BUREAU (O.T.B.) LTD.

Your Partner in the Holy Land

Overseas Travel Bureau (O.T.B.) Ltd. is a privately owned company and a fully licensed travel agency registered in Israel with associate offices in Amman & Cairo. Established in the holiest city in the world, Jerusalem, Overseas Travel Bureau (O.T.B.) Ltd. is ideally located to be your destination management company for Israel, Palestine, Jordan, Egypt, and many European stopovers; thus, providing the convenience and savings of a single operator for all your Holy Land programs.

Our services include, but is not limited to the following:

- Accommodation in Deluxe, First Class, Superior Class Hotels, Kibbutz and religious guest houses.
- Transportation in modern, air-conditioned & Wi-Fi equipped motor coaches.
- Meet & assist at all ports of entry.
- Sightseeing according to various types of itineraries.
- Variety of professional and multilingual guides on all our tours.
- Meetings with religious leaders (Christianity, Islam, and Judaism).
- Meetings with lay & political leaders in the area.
- Wine tours.
- Food experience: the chance to experience the local food of each region.
- Carefree travel with arrangement that include entrance fees.

CONTACT

+972 262 870 90
info@otbtravel.com
www.otbtravel.com
+972 545 863 275
OTBureau

TRAVEL SERVICES

Accommodation
Airfares & Tickets
Group Ticketing
Outgoing Tours
Visa Arrangements

LANGUAGES WE SPEAK

Arabic
French
Hebrew
Indonesian
Italian

WHAT WE OFFER

Adventure & Sport Travel
Faith & Spirituality
Eco-Tourism & Nature
Petrologos Tours Ltd.

*Your Travel Expert and Consultant in the Holy Land and the Middle East*

A newly established family business with a long experience going back to 1978. We tailor make tours to suit your needs whether you plan to travel in a group, on a business trip or as an individual.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CONTACT</th>
<th>TRAVEL SERVICES</th>
<th>LANGUAGES WE SPEAK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>+972 258 345 40</td>
<td>Accommodation</td>
<td>Arabic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="mailto:rizek@plogostours.com">rizek@plogostours.com</a></td>
<td>Airfares &amp; Tickets</td>
<td>English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://www.plogostours.com">www.plogostours.com</a></td>
<td>Group Ticketing</td>
<td>French</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+972 552 838 20</td>
<td>Rental Cars</td>
<td>German</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Petro Logos Tours</td>
<td>Transportation</td>
<td>Hebrew</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>petrologos</td>
<td>Visa Arrangements</td>
<td>Spanish</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Priority Travel & Tours

Renew and Energize your Christian Faith!

Priority Travel & Tours has been serving Christian groups by arranging pilgrimages and tours for two decades.

Priority was established in 1988. The founder, Mike Sayyad, was born and raised in Bethfage on the Mount of Olives in Jerusalem not far from the church which marks the traditional site where Jesus mounted the donkey to begin his Palm Sunday triumphal ride.

The company has continued to grow. Today, Priority not only has offices in Jerusalem and the United States, but also affiliate offices in Egypt and Jordan. We have enabled thousands of Christians to experience the lands in which Christian history has unfolded.

Mike works diligently to maintain Priority Travel and Tours' high standards of quality, integrity and exceptional service. He continues to operate the company on the fundamental principle that "travel is a ministry of education".

CONTACT

+972 262 742 07
priority@palnet.com
www.prioritytours.net
+972 505 375 368

TRAVEL SERVICES

Accommodation
Transportation

LANGUAGES WE SPEAK

Arabic
English
Hebrew

Adventure & Sport Travel

Faith & Spirituality

Eco-Tourism & Nature
Samara Tourist & Travel Agency

For All Your Travel Needs in the Holy Land and the Near East Region

Established in 1963 this family-owned tour operator business has flourished and has become one of the leading businesses in East Jerusalem.

With over 50 years of experience in tending to all travel needs of travelers and pilgrims alike to the Holy Land and the entire region, our strength lies within the personal attention and customized tours and products offered to each visitor whether individually or travelling with an organized group.

Surviving the ups and downs of the political climate which has a great effect on the flux of tourism to the region, we at Samara Tourist & Travel Agency have developed a survival strategy that has been quite effective over the recent difficult years.

Looking to the future and new trends in global tourism, the business is adapting new marketing strategies and creating a new and diverse selection of touring products that encourage an increase in the number of tourists and entice new target markets to come.

We are committed to assuring continuity and exposure to the many different themes which our lovely country has to offer. From the faith-based tourism to heritage and cultural tours, as well as nature-oriented green tours, these are just a few of the successful and memorable experiences offered to our clients.

Our special offers also include: Women tours, culinary tours and destination weddings at Cana.

CONTACT

+972 262 761 33
info@samaratours.com
www.samaratours.com
+972 542 375 288
Samara Tourist & Travel Agency

TRAVEL SERVICES
Accommodation
Rental Cars
Transportation

LANGUAGES WE SPEAK
Arabic
English
German
Hebrew

Eco-Tourism & Nature

Adventure & Sport Travel

Faith & Spirituality
Shepherds Tours & Travel

Your Host in the Holy Land

At Shepherds, we believe that any trip to the Holy Land is a trip of a lifetime and together with our partners we ensure that every visit is personalized and customized to meet client's needs and expectations.

Over the past 50 years, we have developed a wide range of experiences, partners, and tour packages across Israel, Palestine, Jordan and Egypt.

Whether you are coming on a faith-based pilgrimage, as an adventure and outdoor traveler or are visiting the region with friends and family, we will be happy to handle all you arrangements.
Steps Tours Ltd.

Dedicated to Your Needs!

We are a firm based in Jerusalem in the heart of the Holy Land. We set up our company with the vision of offering a unique and unforgettable experience of the Holy Land.

Our aim is to provide you with quality tours designed to cater to your specific interests and needs. We are passionate about what we do and we recognize that comfort and hospitality are key. Our main objective is to showcase the wondrous sights and locations this beautiful country has to offer.

CONTACT
+972 254 779 99
info@stepstours.com
www.stepstours.com
+972 547 126 385
stepstours

TRAVEL SERVICES
Accommodation
Transportation

LANGUAGES WE SPEAK
Arabic
English
French
Hebrew
Italian
Portuguese
Spanish
Turkish

WHAT WE OFFER

Adventure & Sport Travel

Faith & Spirituality

Eco-Tourism & Nature
Terra Sancta Tourist Co. Ltd.

Experience the Holy Land in a New Way!

CONTACT
+972 227 447 33
testco@netvision.net.il
www.terrasanctatours.com
+972 505 207 046
Testco Terra Sancta

TRAVEL SERVICES
Accommodation
Rental Cars
Transportation
Visa Arrangements

LANGUAGES WE SPEAK
Arabic
English
French
German
Hebrew
Italian
Polish
Spanish

WHAT WE OFFER
Adventure & Sport Travel
Faith & Spirituality
Eco-Tourism & Nature
Theodorie Tours & Services

"Experience, Connect, Grow"

"Let the bible come alive as you experience the essence of life, birth and crucifixion of our Lord Jesus, you will be taken on a spiritual journey that will indulge your senses and restore your wellbeing.

May the lord bless you and your family.

We will always be at your service."

Jiries Theodorie - CEO

CONTACT
+972 253 229 15
info@tts-jer.com
www.tts-jer.com

TRAVEL SERVICES
Accommodation
Airfares & Tickets
Group Ticketing
Outgoing Tours
Rental Cars
Transportation
Visa Arrangements
White Label
Operation

LANGUAGES WE SPEAK
Arabic
English
French
Greek
Hebrew
Italian
Portuguese
Spanish

WHAT WE OFFER
Adventure & Sport Travel
Faith & Spirituality
Eco-Tourism & Nature
Universal Tourist Agency

Serving You in the Holy Land since 1960

Universal Tourist Agency is a second generation family-operated agency that has provided reliable and distinctive travel products ever since Naim Tarazi opened the agency in 1960. Our passion for showing our guests a true and authentic Holy Land, coupled with our efficient, reliable and experienced team all play a pivotal role in providing our clients with a rewarding and enjoyable experience.

Come in for a coffee, and we can tell you about our very interesting (never-ending) story!

Our main objective is to satisfy your curiosity pallet while providing the highest standards of unique and exclusive services coupled with personalized care of a dedicated and experienced team. Our excitement starts when helping you prepare your desired program by reviewing your interests and preferences then providing you with a host of alternatives. After all we are the Palestinian Christians of the Holy Land and it brings us joy to host you in our little country.

Our service is pillared on the principals of determination, honesty and insightfulness going the extra mile communicating your needs and preferences to make your experience memorable and pleasant. If you are interested in a star gazing night around a Bedouin fire, a culinary experience cooking your own culinary delight, an evening chat over dinner with a local community leader, or even an extended relaxation session at the Dead Sea — the possibilities with us are endless and extend to religious groups as well as focused groups, immersion tours and family visits, to name but a few.

“What interests me in life is curiosity, challenges, the good fight with its victories and defeats”. Paulo Coelho

CONTACT

+972 262 843 83
contact@universaltouristagency.com
www.universaltouristagency.com
+972 546 889 218
universal.tourist.agency

TRAVEL SERVICES

Accommodation
Airfares & Tickets
Group Ticketing
Outgoing Tours
Rental Cars
Transportation
Visa Arrangements
White Label
Operation

LANGUAGES WE SPEAK

Arabic
Dutch
English
French
German
Greek
Hebrew
Russian
Via Emmaus Tours


Via Emmaus Tours is a Christian family-owned travel agency that can trace its lineage in this industry back to the early 1980s through different establishments. Irrelevant of the period of time in question, Via Emmaus Tours’ professional career has always been known for its irrefutable excellence in the tourism industry at the hands of the owning family.

Inherently, over the last 25 years, the family of Via Emmaus Tours has always been recognized, globally and locally, to the authenticity of being premier travel agents in the tourism industry. The latter is echoed through their clear vision and exhibited through their ever-growing number of clients from all around the world.

Travelling with Via Emmaus is travelling under the guardianship of travel professionals with a vision, where every pilgrim will experience the perfect pilgrimage.

CONTACT

+972 262 716 36
operations@viaemmaustours.com
www.viaemmaustours.com
viaemmaustours

TRAVEL SERVICES

Accommodation
Transportation
Visa Arrangements

LANGUAGES WE SPEAK

Arabic
English
French
Hebrew
Italian
Spanish

Adventure & Sport Travel

Faith & Spirituality

Eco-Tourism & Nature
William Tours

The Experts in the Middle East

William Tours and Travel are your experts in the Holy Land (Palestine, Israel, Jordan):

- Our speciality is faith-based travel (Christian and Muslim).
- We have a special section for business travelers and VIP services.
- We offer private tours designed for families.

You can depend on us, so feel free to contact us with your needs.

Contact

+972 262 316 17
info@william-tours.com
www.william-tours.com
+972 505 390 112
William Tours

Travel Services

Accommodation
Airfares & Tickets
Group Ticketing
Outgoing Tours
Rental Cars
Transportation
Visa Arrangements

Languages We Speak

Arabic
English
French
German
Hebrew
Indonesian
Italian
Russian
Turkish

Adventure & Sport Travel

Faith & Spirituality

Eco-Tourism & Nature
Zaatarah Tours & Travel

*Travel Expert ... Attention to Details*

Zaatarah & Co. has been at the forefront of tourism in the Middle East for more than half a century and with offices throughout the Holy Land as well as in Jordan and Egypt, the company has considerable coverage throughout the region.

Founded by the late Mr. Aref Zaatarah in 1960.

During more than fifty years of steady professionalism, creativity, dedication, high ethical standards and firm financial support, Zaatarah & Co. has grown its operation very successfully throughout the Middle East. It has branched out in the primary cities in Jordan, as well as in the Holy Land (Jerusalem, Gaza, Ramallah and Nablus) and has its own international office in Cairo, Egypt. Zaatarah & Co. also has tie-ups with a number of top quality travel companies throughout the Middle East and Gulf states and is well equipped to service the requirements of any company or individual that requires travel assistance anywhere in the region.

Zaatarah & Co. has been the General Sales Agent for Egypt Air since 1967 and is an active member of the following international associations: UFTAA, ASTA, SKAL, JATA, and Golden Helmsmen. The company is also an active member in the national associations of HLITOA (Holy Land Incoming Tour Operator Association), JTB (Jordan Tourism Board), JBA (Jordan Businessmen Association), JITOJ(A) (Jordan Incoming Tour Operator Association), and JSTA (Jordan Society for Travel & Tourist Agents).

Zaatarah & Co. – Travel Expert – Attention to Details

**CONTACT**

📞 +972 262 727 25
📞 +972 547 975 148
📧 info@zaatarahtravel.com
🌐 www.zaatarah.com

**TRAVEL SERVICES**

- Accommodation
- Airfares & Tickets
- Group Ticketing
- Outgoing Tours
- Rental Cars
- Transportation

**LANGUAGES WE SPEAK**

- Arabic
- English
- Hebrew

**ADVENTURE & SPORT TRAVEL**

**FAITH & SPIRITUALITY**

**ECO-TOURISM & NATURE**
More HLTOA Members

Albina Tours
Mrs. Vihanoush Natasha
+972 262 833 97
albina@netvision.net.il

B. Peace Tours & Travel
Mr. Bassem Inshewat
+972 262 618 76 / +972 507 591 392
peacetours@bezeqint.net
bassem@bpeacetours.com
info@bpeacetours.com
www.bpeacetours.com

Crown Tours & Travel Ltd.
Mr. Ibrahim Alatrash
+972 227 409 11
info@crown-tours.com
www.crown-tours.com
Your Partner Home Away from Home. We as Crown Tours & Travel are working since 1993 as an agency for different companies worldwide, serving all the services for groups and FITs.

Nativity Tours
Ms. Latifeh
+972 262 878 76
nativity@nativitytoursjer.com
www.nativitytoursjer.com

Premium Global Tours Ltd.
Mrs. Allyson Humber
+972 258 590 34
info@premiumglobaltours.com
www.premiumglobaltours.com
We represent you. We take care of the logistics and details that your clients have asked of you or that you have promised them. Our goal is the satisfaction of our clients.
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The HLTOA Members Directory is intended solely for professional tourism purposes and was prepared in order to support international outgoing tour operators in their business conduct with local incoming agents offering the wider Holy Land. The HLTOA Members Directory does not reflect or claim any political views of HLTOA, any of its members, or any other entity including individuals mentioned or involved in its development. Any map in the HLTOA Members Directory is intended to depict the Holy Land as a tourism destination and is solely for informative purposes reflecting the area of operation of HLTOA members. Maps in the HLTOA Members Directory do not express any political view of HLTOA, any of its members, or any other entity including individuals mentioned in or involved in its development. All reflections or indications of borders are approximate and may have undergone changes since date of publication of the HLTOA Members Directory. Courses of borders which are disputed from the viewpoint of the United Nations are labelled as such. The selection of sites, places, cities, regions, touristic activities, and any other content throughout the HLTOA Members Directory is not meant to be comprehensive or intended to express HLTOA's or its members' opinion about their relative importance towards each other. Any decision to include or depict a site, place, city, region, touristic activity, or any other content was solely taken from the viewpoint of professional tourism operation.
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